SONG OF LOVE – EXCERPT for audition

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vM36nuFfztU
This extract is from 0:40 – 1.15 of this clip

I'm in love with a girl named Fred! My reasons must be clear. When she
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CHORUS:

shows you all how strong she is You'll stand right up and cheer! With an

DAUNT:

F and an R and an E and a D And an F - R - E - D. FRED, Yea! I'm in

love with a girl named Fred. She drinks just like a lord. So come
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Sing a merry drinking song And let the wine be poured.

Chorus:
Fill the bowl to overflowing. Raise the goblet high. With an

Daunt:
F and an R and an E and a D. And an F R E D, FRED, Yes! I'm in